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Fundamental mechanisms of heat transfer from low-temperature

atmospheric pressure plasma to the fine-sized particle are studied

under plasma spraying conditions. Analysis of the physical

processes occurring within the Knudsen layer near the particle

surface resulted in derivation of analytical expressions for

evaluating the densities of electron and ion currents from plasma

to the particle surface, the potential drop between plasma and

the particle, as well as electron and ion components of a heat flux

from plasma to the particle. The near-surface plasma is assumed

to be non-isothermal and multi-component to contain atoms and

ions of the evaporated particle material along with the plasma

gas particles. The method of determining parameters of the near-

surface plasma at the external boundary of the Knudsen layer,

which appear in the derived analytical expressions, is proposed.

In a wide range of temperature of the non-disturbed argon

plasma and temperature of the aluminum particle surface the

numerical analysis of plasma composition, electron temperature

and temperature of heavy particles of the near-surface plasma

is performed, and the corresponding heat fluxes to the sprayed

particle are evaluated. The near-surface plasma which is rendered

multi-component due to evaporation of the particle in a diffusion

mode is shown to substantially influence the total heat flux from

plasma to the particle.

Consider the main mechanisms of heat transfer at
atmospheric pressure from a plasma flow of an atomic
(inert) gas to a fine-sized particle under plasma spraying
conditions. The particle being sprayed is assumed to be
spherical, its radius a substantially exceeding the mean
free path of plasma particles. Under such conditions, the
energy balance at the particle surface can be represented
as follows:
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where �m is the thermal conductivity, Tm(r) is
the temperature field inside the particle, Qc is the
convective-conductive heat flux, Qr is the thermal
radiation heat flux, Qi and Qe denote the heat fluxes,
that are brought onto the particle surface by plasma
ions and electrons, and Qv is the heat flux carried
away by the vapor stream. At a high temperature and
a high ionization degree of the plasma, its ion and

electron components contribute greatly to the above
energy balance. Due to the particle material evaporation,
the near-surface plasma is rendered multicomponent to
contain atoms and ions of the evaporated material along
with the plasma gas particles.

To describe the processes within the near-surface
plasma and to analyze the Qi and Qe heat fluxes, we use
the method [1] suggesting that the plasma surrounding
a particle can be divided into several zones. The first
one adjoining the particle surface is the space charge
layer, where the plasma quasi-neutrality condition is
not satisfied and the major part of the potential drop
between the plasma and the particle is formed. The
second zone is the ionization region of a non-isothermal
quasi-neutral plasma (presheath), where the charged
particles are generated, originating from plasma gas
atoms and evaporated atoms of the material ionized by
plasma electrons. The Knudsen layer extends from the
surface and spans several mean free paths of the plasma
particles, its boundary verging on the hydrodynamic
flow zone. The latter region can be conditionally divided,
in turn, into two zones. They are the thermal boundary
layer, wherein the electron temperature Te and the heavy
particle temperature T are leveled, and the undisturbed
plasma flow region (Fig. 1).

Under the assumption that the total electric current
between the plasma and a particle is zero, the electron
and ion flows to the surface of the particle can be defined
as
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ji � = 0 : (2)

Here, je is the current density of plasma electrons
reaching the particle surface, ji� is the current density
of ions of the � kind, (� = g indicates the plasma gas,
and � = m corresponds to ions of the particle material).
The electron current density can be calculated using the
known expression
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where e andme are the electron charge and mass, n0
e
and

T 0

e
denote the electron concentration and temperature

at the outer boundary of the Knudsen layer, k is the
Boltzmann constant, and '0 > 0 is the potential drop
between plasma and the particle. The expressions for ion
currents to the particle surface are described by [1]
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where n0
i�
, T 0 are the ion concentrations and

temperature of heavy particles at the Knudsen layer
boundary and M� is the mass of a heavy particle of
the � kind. Equations (3) and (4) are substituted in (2)
to obtain
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where �' is the potential at the boundary between the
presheath and the space charge layer (see Fig. 1).

In the diffusive mode of the particle material
evaporation, the composition of a near-surface
multicomponent plasma can be defined using the Saha
equations, quasi-neutrality condition, and Dalton's law
and assuming that the partial pressure of heavy particles
of the evaporated material at the outer boundary of
the Knudsen layer is equal to the saturated vapor
pressure corresponding to the given surface temperature.
The electron temperature T 0

e
entering this system of

equations can be evaluated by solving the energy balance
equation for the electron component of plasma within
the thermal boundary layer and the equation for the
temperature of heavy particles:
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Here, �e is the electron thermal conductivity, �� is the
thermal conductivity of heavy particles (atoms and

Fig. 1. Near-surface plasma structure

ions), and � is the coefficient of heat exchange between
electrons and heavy particles [2]. Considering that the
Knudsen layer thickness is substantially smaller than the
particle radius a, this system of equations can be solved
in the interval a � r � R, where R is the outer radius of
the thermal boundary layer (see Fig. 1). The boundary
conditions at the border between the hydrodynamic
region and the Knudsen layer are specified as
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where U� are the corresponding ionization potentials and
Tms is the particle surface temperature. The boundary
condition at r = R is set as the equality of the electron
and heavy particle temperatures to the temperature of
undisturbed plasma Tp.

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of T 0

e
on Tp at different

values of Tms for an aluminum particle (a = 30 �m)
in the argon plasma. The results obtained indicate
a substantial influence of readily ionized metal vapor
atoms rendering the plasma to be multicomponent
at the electron temperature and the near-surface
plasma ionization degree. With Tms rising and the
vapor particle concentration consequently increasing,
the electron temperature drop at the Knudsen layer
boundary becomes more evident, as opposed to the
growth of n0

e
.
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Fig. 2. Plasma electron temperature at the Knudsen layer

boundary: 1 � Tms = 2000 K; 2 � 2200; 3 � 2500

Fig. 3. Total heat flux components for an aluminum particle (a =

30 �m, Tms = 2000 K): 1 � Qi, 2 � Qe, 3 � Qc, 4 � Qr

The following expressions can be used to evaluate Qe

and Qi:
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where 'm is the electron work function for a given
particle material.

In Fig. 3, the computed dependences of the Qe, Qi

heat fluxes on the temperature of the undisturbed argon

Fig. 4. Ion (1, 3) and electron (2, 4) heat fluxes to an aluminum

particle (a = 30 �m): 1, 2 � Tms = 1800 K; 3, 4 � 2400 K

plasma can be seen. The calculation of Qc and Qr is
pursued following the method described in [1]. The data
obtained show that, at higher temperatures of the outer
plasma, Tp, the ion and electron components of the heat
flux may contribute significantly to the total heat flux
from plasma to the sprayed particle surface.

The influence of the plasma composition, resulting
from the presence of atoms and ions of the evaporated
material, on Qe and Qi is illustrated in Fig. 4. At Tms =
1800 K, the near-surface plasma contains a negligible
quantity of metal ions, therefore the mentioned heat
fluxes are formed by the charged particles of argon. The
vapor partial pressure in the near-surface plasma turns
out to be much higher at Tms = 2400 K, implying that
plasma becomes substantially multicomponent, which
results in higher values of the Qe and Qi heat fluxes
at Tp > 10000 K. This appears to be the case due to the
fact that, despite the T 0

e
drops with respect to Tp (see

Fig. 2), the growth of the concentration of readily ionized
metal atoms with Tms rising leads to the increase in the
concentration of charged particles, which determines the
considered heat fluxes according to (3), (4), and (8).
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ÏÎÒIÊ IÇ ÏËÀÇÌÈ Â ÄÐIÁÍÎÄÈÑÏÅÐÑÍÓ ×ÀÑÒÈÍÊÓ

ÏÐÈ ÏËÀÇÌÎÂÎÌÓ ÍÀÏÈËÅÍÍI

Þ.Ñ. Áîðèñîâ, I.Â. Êðiâöóí, À.Ñ. Çàöåðêîâíèé

Ð å ç þ ì å

Ðîçãëÿíóòî îñíîâíi ìåõàíiçìè òåïëîâîãî âïëèâó íèçüêîòåìïå-

ðàòóðíî¨ ïëàçìè àòìîñôåðíîãî òèñêó íà ÷àñòèíêó äèñïåðñíîãî

ìàòåðiàëó â óìîâàõ ïëàçìîâîãî íàïèëåííÿ. Íà îñíîâi àíàëiçó

ôiçè÷íèõ ïðîöåñiâ, ùî ìàþòü ìiñöå â êíóäñåíiâñüêîìó øàði ïî-

áëèçó ïîâåðõíi ÷àñòèíêè, ùî íàïèëþ¹òüñÿ, îòðèìàíî àíàëiòè÷-

íi âèðàçè äëÿ ðîçðàõóíêó ãóñòèíè åëåêòðîííîãî òà iîííîãî

ñòðóìiâ iç ïëàçìè íà ïîâåðõíþ ÷àñòèíêè, ïàäiííÿ ïîòåíöià-

ëó ìiæ ïëàçìîþ é ÷àñòèíêîþ, à òàêîæ åëåêòðîííî¨ òà iîííî¨

ñêëàäîâèõ òåïëîâîãî ïîòîêó iç ïëàçìè â ÷àñòèíêó. Ââàæà¹òü-

ñÿ, ùî ïðèïîâåðõíåâà ïëàçìà ¹ íåiçîòåðìi÷íîþ é áàãàòîêîìïî-

íåíòíîþ òà ìiñòèòü, ïîðÿä ç ÷àñòèíêàìè ïëàçìîóòâîðþþ÷îãî

ãàçó, àòîìè é iîíè ìàòåðiàëó ÷àñòèíêè, ùî âèïàðóâàâñÿ. Çà-

ïðîïîíîâàíî ìåòîä äëÿ âèçíà÷åííÿ ïàðàìåòðiâ òàêî¨ ïëàçìè íà

çîâíiøíié ìåæi êíóäñåíiâñüêîãî øàðó, ÿêi âõîäÿòü â îòðèìàíi

àíàëiòè÷íi âèðàçè. Â øèðîêîìó äiàïàçîíi çìiíè òåìïåðàòóðè

íåçáóðåíî¨ ïëàçìè (Ar) òà òåìïåðàòóðè ïîâåðõíi ÷àñòèíêè (Al)

ïðîâåäåíî ÷èñåëüíèé àíàëiç ñêëàäó, òåìïåðàòóðè åëåêòðîíiâ

òà âàæêî¨ êîìïîíåíòè ïëàçìè, îá÷èñëåíî âiäïîâiäíi çíà÷åííÿ

òåïëîâèõ ïîòîêiâ ó ÷àñòèíêó. Ïîêàçàíî iñòîòíèé âïëèâ áàãà-

òîêîìïîíåíòíîñòi ïðèïîâåðõíåâî¨ ïëàçìè, ùî ôîðìó¹òüñÿ ïðè

âèïàðîâóâàííi â äèôóçiéíîìó ðåæèìi ÷àñòèíêè, ÿêó íàïèëþ-

þòü, íà ðåçóëüòóþ÷èé òåïëîâèé ïîòiê iç ïëàçìè â ÷àñòèíêó.
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